In 2013, Nova Scotia Pension Services Corporation (NS Pension) was created as an independent, non-profit corporation. Its predecessor had been a special operating agency of the Nova Scotia government. NS Pension set up its own networks and infrastructure to support 50 employees in just four months.

NS Pension now provides investment, pension administration and compliance services for more than 74,000 active members, retirees and survivors—with assets totaling more than $13 billion. The organization has also grown to 73 employees with plans to add more staff in the coming year.

By 2015, it was clear to Alan Tottman, Director of Information Management and Technology, that he needed more value from NS Pension’s cybersecurity programs and vendors. An experienced, international IT professional, Tottman had been with NS Pension since 2009 and now led a small team of professionals who would have to manage their own infrastructure. This meant that the service from their security partner would be even more critical than the product offerings.

“What we really looked for was the service piece—someone who answered the call when we phoned,” said Tottman. “If I phone GoSecure, they answer. The response is quick. It’s a collaborative conversation.”

NS Pension found GoSecure at an industry conference and started with a one-year term to see if the value would materialize. The relationship has grown over the past six years according to Tottman, “As we’ve become a more mature client, we’ve added more layers to our security onion.”

Moving to managed security services with GoSecure, especially GoSecure Titan® Managed Firewall, made a significant and noticeable impact for NS Pension right away.

“Before, the time between reporting and changes to the firewall was ridiculously long. So, we made the decision to move the management of the firewall to GoSecure. So those things happen instantly now,” said Tottman.

With the managed service, GoSecure acts as an extension of the in-house team, quickly and expertly handling the day-to-day events. “Things are detected. Things are identified. Things are quarantined. Rules are changed,” noted Tottman. “For us, that’s been the big change. It’s not been blind panic every time something happens. It’s just dealt with like business as usual.”
“It was a great move (to GoSecure Titan Managed Firewall). We have seen a decline in hassle. I don’t get calls at 2a.m. anymore—because they get dealt with.”

Alan Tottman
Director of Information Management and Technology

NS Pension’s multiple managed security services with GoSecure work in concert. For example, the GoSecure Titan Endpoint Detection and Response component of the GoSecure Titan Managed Detection and Response solution has delivered added benefits.

“Not only has the endpoint solution helped us with cybersecurity, but it’s also helped us with some of our network design and in understanding our networks. It’s quite a useful tool.”

And the experts within the GoSecure Advisory Services team have also delivered insights to help NS Pension make strategic changes in recent years. In 2017, GoSecure conducted a Cyber Security Assessment (CSA) for Tottman.

“It was incredibly useful, done in a sympathetic way,” said Tottman. “Of course, it generated two years of work, but it got us to where we are—decent firewall, decent switches, decent integrations with endpoints—all those pieces. If we had not done that security assessment, I don’t think we would have gotten to where we need to be.”

NS Pension has also been re-shaping its IT infrastructure vendor relationships and GoSecure has helped in an advisory role. NS Pension has transitioned to a new structure that according to Tottman has been “massively advantageous.”

“We can do an awful lot more with an awful lot less,” Tottman commented. “And it seamlessly integrates with everything that GoSecure is doing for us.”

And Tottman feels strongly that relationships matter between vendors. “GoSecure plays ball happily with our other vendors. When two vendors talk to each other and get things done, it makes it quite easy for us.”

The team at GoSecure keeps NS Pension coming back year after year. “The one thing that we have prized all the way is the level of service we receive,” observed Tottman. “It’s about the people, sitting there every single day, working really hard and answering the phone. We’ve stayed because we are getting that service.”
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